
Unit 1 Week 5
 
1.) deterrent -something that discourages or prevents a certain action
 
2.) implication -an idea that is communicated indirectly, through a 
suggestion or hint
 
3.) inequity -an injustice; unfairness
 
4.) infirmity -a physical weakness or defect
 
5.) infringe -to intrude or trespass on
 
6.) innovation -a new custom, method, or invention
 
7.) revitalized -to renew the strength and energy of
 
8.) sparse -distributed thinly; not thick or crowded
 
9.) subjective -based on personal opinions, feelings, and attitudes
 
10.) succinct -expressed clearly in a few words; to the point
 
AIG
resilient - able to recover quickly from harm, illness, or misfortune
 
ambiguous-able to be interpreted in more than one way; not clear
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Unit 1 Week 5
BLUE LEVEL

 
1.) advise -to give advice to; recommend
_____________________________________________________________________
 
2.) current - existing now; in general use or practice today
_____________________________________________________________________
 
3.) deprive -to take away from; keep from having or enjoying
_____________________________________________________________________
 
4.) hesitate -to stop because of not being about to decide or feeling unsure of something
_____________________________________________________________________
 
5.) maintain -to continue; carry on
_____________________________________________________________________
 
6.) minimum -smallest in size or amount that is allowed or possible; least
_____________________________________________________________________
 
7.) objection -a feeling of being against something; disapproval
_____________________________________________________________________
 
8.) originate -to come into being; start
_____________________________________________________________________
 
9.) penalize -to punish; cause to suffer for doing something wrong
_____________________________________________________________________
 
10.) reliable -able to be depended upon; trustworthy
_____________________________________________________________________
 


